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Introduction

In computer animation, graphic im-

ages of many 3D symmetrical objects 

such as a vase are generally created by 

rotation of a sequence of points, around 

an arbitrary axis. A torus for example can 

be generated by rotation (revolution) of 

a circle of points around an axis. Figure 

1 shows examples of images created in 

such way.  Figure 5 contains the actual 

source code, which generated the mesh 

structures of figure 1 and figure 3.

 

Figure 1 (a) Image of a Torus created by rotation of a circle of points.  (b) Image of a light fixture created 

by rotation of a chosen outline. (c) Image of an imaginary symmetrical object created by rotation of a 

chosen sequence of points. (Images by Ali Barimani) 

A torus can also be created through 

projection or transformation of cylinders 

onto circles. Figure 2 shows examples of 

images of torus formed in such way.

Computer programs, CAD systems 

and general computer animation software 

tools, through a graphic interface such as 

Microsoft DirectX-3Da1 can generate such 

images, and usually utilize an interpo-

lated shading model such as Gouraudr1 to 

approximate a smooth surface. Also, bit 
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map textures may be applied to achieve 

a desired or a “realistic” look.  All shaded 

pictures presented in this paper have 

been generated using flat shading via 

programming in Microsoft Visual Basica2, 

but without the use of MS DirectX-3D 

interface or other similar 3D software 

interface. The method of selection of color 

for the flat shading of the polygons for the 

images of this paper is based on the angle 

between the planes of each polygon (as-

sumed planar) and the planes of the eye 

coordinate system. As seen in Figure 2a, 

this flat shading model works better when 

used with increased number of polygons, 

with an advantage that it is fast in terms 

of redrawing or animation. This can also 

be accomplished by calculating the angle 

between the normal vectors of the poly-

gons’ planes and the line of sight vector.  

Over the years several ways of removing 

the hidden surface have been developed 

such as surface orientation, depth-buffer, 

scan-line algorithms, and ray-tracing as 

well as applying sorting to points of poly-

gons. Sorting of the polygons according 

to their Z coordinates is the method used 

for the removal of hidden surfaces of the 

images of figure 1, and figure 3. Applying 

a Shell1 or Quick2 sorting to polygons is 

Figure 2. (a) Torus (with a dissecting plane) created by transformation of cylinders. Model of shading 

used is planar flat shading.  (b) Wire-framed torus. (Images by Ali Barimani) 

Figure 3. Image of arbitrary symmetric objects created by rotation of a chosen base. Method of hidden 

surface removal used was Z-Sorting. (Images by Ali Barimani) 
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sometimes as effective as techniques such 

as depth-buffer or ray tracing, but has its 

limitations. For example, sorting could 

not eliminate the hidden surfaces of two 

intersecting objects such as the torus and 

the dissecting plane of figure 2a. 

Methodology

Some Background on World Coordi-

nate and Eye Coordinate Systems 

In generating 3D images of objects 

in space, generally 3D world coordinates 

of the objects are recalculated in a care-

fully selected eye coordinate system in 

which the Z-axis of the eye coordinate 

system crosses the origin of the world 

coordinate system.  The eye coordinate 

used is usually a left-handed system, and 

the world coordinate system is usually a 

right-handed system.  2D image of the 3D 

object may be mapped to the screen via a 

projection and the screen coordinates of 

its vertices can be calculated as:

Sx = D * X
e
 / Z

e

Sy = D * Y
e
 / Z

e

 Where Sx, and Sy are the screen 

coordinates expressed in a 2D world 

coordinate system. The display screen 

is assumed to be at a distance D from 

the origin of the eye coordinate system 

perpendicular to the Z
e
-axis, and the Z

e
-

axis crosses the origin of the screen’s 2D 

coordinate system. 

Method a) Using the eye coordinate 

system as the world coordinates:

The images on this paper are created 

based on a left-handed eye coordinate 

system only (no world coordinate system 

was used). The advantage is that it is fast 

in terms of computer animation, but one 

disadvantage is that in terms of its initial 

identifying coordinates, the object must 

be on one side of the Z-axis of the eye 

coordinate system (positive in this case) 

in order to be visible. 

Method b) Planar flat shading model:

In this model the plane of a given 

polygon is assigned a shade (selected 

intensity) of a given color according to 

the angle it forms with the planes of 

the eye coordinate systems. Assume the 

parametric equation of a plane is given 

as follow:

 AX + BY + CZ + D= 0

The angle M1 between the X
e
-Z

e
 plane and 

a given polygon p
i 
can

 
be shown to be 

222

/1 cbabM ++=

The angle M2 between the Y
e
-Z

e
 plane and 

a given polygon p
i 
can

 
be shown to be 

222
/2 cbaaM ++=  

The function PLangle in figure 4 deter-

mines the brightness for the shading (val-

ue of the constant PI used was in radians) 

and is the actual code used for shading of 

all of the images on this paper. The degree 

of brightness may be adjusted.
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Figure 4. Function Plangle. (Code by Ali Bari-

mani, 2002)

Method c) Creation of torus by forming 

a polygon mesh from rotation of a circle 

around an arbitrary axis:

 

The function makeMesh in figure 5 

can rotate a sequence of points (closed 

or open) around a pre-defined axis of 

rotation based on a chosen interval. The 

sequence of points must be stored in the 

array base. The function allows for selec-

tion of one or multi colors as well as larger 

or smaller intervals of rotations. The 

function rotate is shown in figure 6.

Private Sub makeMesh()

‘Programmer: Ali Barimani ©   

‘1/1/2005 

   numofpoly = 0

   numofpoints = 0

   Dim i As Long, j As Long

   Dim numofrotate As Long

   Dim co As Long

   co = 2

Figure 4. Function Plangle. (Code by Ali Bari-

mani, 2002)

Method c) Creation of torus by forming 

a polygon mesh from rotation of a circle 

around an arbitrary axis:

 

The function makeMesh in figure 5 

can rotate a sequence of points (closed 

or open) around a pre-defined axis of 

rotation based on a chosen interval. The 

sequence of points must be stored in the 

array base. The function allows for selec-

tion of one or multi colors as well as larger 

or smaller intervals of rotations. The 

function rotate is shown in figure 6.

Private Sub makeMesh()

‘Programmer: Ali Barimani ©   

‘1/1/2005 

   numofpoly = 0

   numofpoints = 0

   Dim i As Long, j As Long

   Dim numofrotate As Long

   Dim co As Long

   co = 2

   numofrotate = 180 ‘  Also a larger intervals, 

i.e., a smaller numofrotate may be selected

   Dim ang As Double

   ang = 2 * PI / (numofrotate - 1)

   Dim p1 As POINT3D, p2 As POINT3D, p3 

As POINT3D, p4 As POINT3D

   Dim n As Long

   For n = 0 To numofBasePoints - 2

       p1 = base(n)

       p2 = base(n + 1)

       ‘Next line can generate different colors if 

desired

       ‘If co = 4 Then co = 1 Else co = co + 1  

       For i = 1 To (numofrotate - 1) 

           If i < numofrotate - 1 Then

             rotate ang, p1, p4

             rotate ang, p2, p3

           Else

             p4 = base(n)

             p3 = base(n + 1)

           End If

           polystart(numofpoly) = numofpoints

           polyend(numofpoly) = numofpoints + 3

           polycolor(numofpoly) = co

           p(numofpoints) = p1

           p(numofpoints + 1) = p2

           p(numofpoints + 2) = p3

           p(numofpoints + 3) = p4

           numofpoints = numofpoints + 4

           numofpoly = numofpoly + 1

           p1 = p4

           p2 = p3

       Next i

   Next n

End Sub

   numofrotate = 180 ‘  Also a larger intervals, 

i.e., a smaller numofrotate may be selected

   Dim ang As Double

   ang = 2 * PI / (numofrotate - 1)

   Dim p1 As POINT3D, p2 As POINT3D, p3 

As POINT3D, p4 As POINT3D

   Dim n As Long

   For n = 0 To numofBasePoints - 2

       p1 = base(n)

       p2 = base(n + 1)

       ‘Next line can generate different colors if 

desired

       ‘If co = 4 Then co = 1 Else co = co + 1  

       For i = 1 To (numofrotate - 1) 

           If i < numofrotate - 1 Then

             rotate ang, p1, p4

             rotate ang, p2, p3

           Else

             p4 = base(n)

             p3 = base(n + 1)

           End If

           polystart(numofpoly) = numofpoints

           polyend(numofpoly) = numofpoints + 3

           polycolor(numofpoly) = co

           p(numofpoints) = p1

           p(numofpoints + 1) = p2

           p(numofpoints + 2) = p3

           p(numofpoints + 3) = p4

           numofpoints = numofpoints + 4

           numofpoly = numofpoly + 1

           p1 = p4

           p2 = p3

       Next i

   Next n

End Sub

Figure 5. Function makeMesh. (Code by Ali 

Barimani, 2005) 

‘Programmer: Ali Barimani ©

‘Initial year written: 2002 

Private Function PLangle(ByVal a As 

Double, ByVal b As Double, ByVal c As 

Double) As Double

  Dim M1 As Double, M2 As Double

  M1 = b / Sqr(a ^ 2 + b ^ 2 + c ^ 2)

  M2 = a / Sqr(a ^ 2 + b ^ 2 + c ^ 2)

  Dim pl1 As Double, pl2 As Double

  pl1 = Round(Acos(M1) / PI * 180)

  pl1 = Abs(90 - pl1)

  pl2 = Round(Acos(M2) / PI * 180)

  pl2 = Abs(90 - pl2)

  PLangle = pl1 + pl2

 End Function
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 A call to the function makeMesh 

with a circle as a base produced the torus 

in figure 3.  In the case of torus, the axis of 

rotation generally does not intersect the 

area of circle.  The function torusBase of 

figure 7 can store points of a circle to the 

“base” used for rotation in the makeMesh 

function. Although not shown here, a pat-

terned texture may be mapped to a torus, 

which is created through polygon mesh.

Method d) Torus generation by trans-

formation of cylinders:

 A torus may be also generated by 

a series of projections rather than rota-

tion as follows. First a simple geometric 

pattern is established on a plane as in 

figure 8. Such planes can be projected 

onto circles to form cylinders as shown 

in the code of figure 9. Those cylinders 

would then be “stretched” and finally pro-

jected onto circles to form a torus. This 

is graphically demonstrated in figures 10 

and 11. Although this method may appear 

to be more tedious to implement than a 

simple rotation and applying texturing 

later, it can provide a foundation for the 

real time creation of the “in-between” 

images as in a situation of animation 

and requires a different programming 

approach. Also, there is no need to use a 

function such as makeMesh to create the 

mesh first through rotations. In fact, the 

mesh is generated through the series of 

projections.

Figure 8. A plane with replicated pattern. 

(Images by Ali Barimani, 2005)

Private Sub rotate(ByVal ang As Double, 

Mp As POINT3D, ByRef Mp2 As POINT3D)

‘Programmer: Ali Barimani ©

‘ Year written: 2005

  Dim c As Double, s As Double

  c = Cos(ang)

  s = Sin(ang)

  Mp2.X = Mp.X * c + s * (Mp.z - 2150)

  Mp2.z = -Mp.X * s + c * (Mp.z - 2150) + 

2150

  Mp2.Y = Mp.Y

End Sub

X = r *  Cos(0)

 Y = r *  Sin(0)

 b(numofBasePoint).X = X + r * 2

 b(numofBasePoint).Y = Y

 Form2.PSet (X + r * 2, Y), vbBlue

 numofBasePoint = numofBasePoint + 1

End Sub

Figure 7. Function torusBase. (Code by Ali 

Barimani, 2005)

Figure 6. Function rotate. (Code by Ali Barimani, 

2005)

Private Sub torusBase()

‘Programmer: Ali Barimani ©

‘Year written: 2005

Dim i As Integer

r = 100

Dim phi As Double, X As Double

Dim r As Integer

For phi = PI To -Pi Step -Pi * 2 / 16

  X = r * Cos(phi)

  Y = r * Sin(phi)

  b(numofBasePoint).X = X + r * 2

  b(numofBasePoint).Y = Y

  Form2.PSet (X r * 2, Y), vbRed

  numofBasePoint = numofBasePoint + 1

Next phi 
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Figure 9. Part of the actual code that generated 

the images of torus via a series of circular 

projections. (Code by Ali Barimani, 2002)

Figure 10. Projections of planes of patterns 

onto a circle to form a cylinder. (Images by Ali 

Barimani.)

Figure 11. Projections of “stretched” cylinders onto a circle to form a torus. (Images by Ali Barimani)  

‘Programmer: Ali Barimani ©

‘ Year written: 2002 

.

.

  ‘---------     Make cylinder

   For rep = 0 To numofpoints

     d1 = Sqr(p(rep).z ^ 2 + p(rep).y ^ 2)

     p(rep).z = 200 / d1 * p(rep).z

     p(rep).y = 200 / d1 * p(rep).y

   Next rep

.

.

‘----- Stretch the ends

    For rep = 0 To numofpoints

        p(rep).x = p(rep).x / 400 * p(rep).z

   Next rep

.

.

   ‘------  Make a torus

   For rep = 0 To numofpoints

     d1 = Sqr(p(rep).z ^ 2 + p(rep).x ^ 2)

     p(rep).x = p(rep).z / d1 * p(rep).x

     p(rep).z = p(rep).z / d1 * p(rep).z

   Next rep
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Concluding Remarks

 Today’s animation or CAD systems 

provide easy ways of creating the basic 

3D solids such as torus, sphere, cylin-

der, cone, and cube. From a user’s or 

an artist’s perspective producing the 

mesh and shading/ texturing is just a 

couple of clicks away and one need not 

be concerned with the algorithms and 

programming techniques that is applied 

underneath. The codes shown in this 

paper show some of the underlying math-

ematics that may be utilized in producing 

such 3D images through programming. 

Also the two methods of creating a torus: 

creating the mesh first and then apply 

shading/ texturing versus transformation 

of cylinders to a torus require different 

programming techniques, i.e., there was 

no need to call the makeMesh function for 

the latter model. In either case it can be 

argued that unlimitedly a mesh is created, 

but using different techniques. It may be 

of interest to note that a sphere can be 

produced in both ways as well. Rotation 

of a circle “a base” around its own diam-

eter can form the mesh for the sphere 

and then the mesh may be painted. The 

sphere (or its mesh) can also be produced 

through projection and transformation of 

planes utilizing the use of a programming 

code similar to figure 9. In that case, a 

pattern may be created on the planes 

before the projection is done. 
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Figure 12. Inside view of torus (Images by Ali Barimani)  


